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Emma Gordon escapes from a troubling marriage in which she has completely lost sight of who she

is. Desperate for independence, she leaves her husband while on a trip in the Scottish Highlands.

The only thing is, she ends up hurled back in time to the 16th-century Castle Gealach. Laird Logan

Grant is tormented by a dark past and harbors a secret that could tear his country apart. Unable to

resist Emma's beauty and the calm that she invokes, Logan confesses he desires her. Despite her

own reservations, Emma longs to get close to Logan, even while she is desperate to return to her

own era. In the end, she embarks on a daring, passionate affair that rocks her to the very core.
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I happen to like this author and I have enjoyed other books that are part of her Stolen Bride series,

but those books pretty much are stand alone and you can enjoy them without reading any others,

but this one you cannot. I was intrigued by the time travel aspect of this story and was looking

forward to a good read, but after about the first few chapters it became kind of boring. Most of the

book was about sex, which is not all bad but I read Highlander romance books for the rich history,

colorful descriptions of every day life, and the intense conflict that the warrior aspect brings to the

story. I never got that breathless anticipation with this book and we are just left hanging at the end.

You have no choice but to buy the next two books in order to know what happens to Emma and

Logan. We are given a synopsis of each book at the end of this one and if had read those to start

with I probably would have rethought my purchase of this book. It's not a bad read, but it's not her

best.



I have read tons of romances over the years, and this has to be one of the hottest. The sexy hero

speaks his mind and admits his feelings. It's so nice to read a romance where both characters are

real and talk to each other without misunderstanding. The mystery of his past and what he protects

is just icing on the cake. I can't wait to read the next book in this series. Will our heroine stay or find

a way back to our time? I know what I would do, learn Gaelic!!

I just finished this trilogy. Generally, my comment is: interesting but not as good as "Son of the

Morning" by Linda Howard--one of my all time favorites. I liked the main characters in the trilogy,

and it had an interesting, albeit dragged out, plot. But while I liked the "hot" sex scenes, they really

did seem to be just gratuitous sex in several places. Too much of a good thing can just be too

much, even if well written. There were also some inconsistencies and a fair number of editorial

things--especially towards the end of #3. Annoying. Several less sex scenes and a tighter plot would

have made this more enjoyable, instead of having to plod through 3 whole books. These are my first

books by this author and I will try 1 or 2 more. But if there's still a lot of inconsistencies, editorial

things, and too much gratuitous sex, that will be it for me.

To me this story is less about Time travel then it is about Sex. Hardly a page goes by they are not in

the Sex mode. This book is as close to being a erotic book then it is about romance. I wish they had

labeled it as such.Truly disappointing as the real story is about a chapter long.I know I won't be

buying this author's books anymore,

Emma is trapped in a loveless marriage to an abusive husband. When traveling in the Scottish

Highlands, a kindly innkeeper is moved by her plight and offers her a way out. On the run, Emma

feels compelled to stop at the ruins of Greleach Castle where forces combine to hurl her back

through time to the 16th century and the arms of Laird Logan Grant. How will Emma explain her

presence there, particularly as it coincides with an attack? Will Logan always suspect her of being a

spy, or will he open himself to the attraction he feels for her? Will Emma learn to trust Logan, or has

her dark past scarred her too deeply for her to ever trust again?All I can say is fifty shades of what?

As Logan seeks to teach Emma about the pleasures of the flesh, the heat and attraction between

the two nearly burned up my ereader. Oh my!!! Very, very inspirational.

I enjoyed reading this book so much. Scotland and the Highlands have always had a special draw



for me and of course the romance of it too. Logan and Emma I think make one of the greatest

couples. They belong together. Also this is one hot and steamy story. I had to turn the ac up higher

so be prepared to get hot. I definitely recommend this book to anyone who loves romance novels.

I totally enjoyed this book.. I loved the characters,the passion and the sex. Great storyline and the

characters were real to me. I do not normally care for time travel romance however this author

capture the characters fear,pain, passion and desire to be loved. Looking forward to reading more

books from you.

I really enjoy the way Eliza Knight writes - I love the romance and intimacy between the main

characters very much. Once I get started on one of her books, I just can't put it down; I get so

obsessed with the story line - and I absolutely love it!!! One of my guilty pleasures, for sure......
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